
MEANINGFULNESS OF BRAND HISTORY CONCEPT IN BRAND

MANAGEMENT

Gianluca Lucchin ID â€œA brand has to have a historyâ€•. 1. INTRODUCTION. I'm presenting my arguments to prove
that a brand actually.

Brands serve as a temptation that utilizes other intermediaries to lure the customers from whom value is
extracted. Customers often have beliefs about the levels at which the primary ingredients of the product
operate low, medium, high, or very high , and about special, perhaps even patented, features or secondary
elements that complement these primary ingredients. Another step is to build a brand that maintains loyalty
with its customer base and has a strong customer service department. Brand personality differentiates among
brands specifically when they are alike in many attributes. Stone Age and Bronze Age cave paintings depict
images of branded cattle. To what extent does the brand satisfy utilitarian, aesthetic, and economic customer
needs and wants in the product or service category? Mosaic patterns in the atrium of his house were decorated
with images of amphora bearing his personal brand and quality claims. A second set of associations tells
consumers under what conditions or situations they can or should buy and use the brand. In modern terms,
brand could be corporate, product, service, or person. With the rise of mass media in the early 20th century,
companies soon adopted techniques that would allow their advertising messages to stand out; slogans ,
mascots , and jingles began to appear on radio in the s and early television in the s. Brand loyal consumers are
the foundation of an organization. It means defining the brand, positioning the brand, and delivering the brand.
Around 4, years ago, producers began by attaching simple stone seals to products which, over time, were
transformed into clay seals bearing impressed images, often associated with the producer's personal identity
thus giving the product a personality. Just as customer equity can persist without brand equity, brand equity
may also exist without customer equity. Brand management build brand credibility and credible brands only
can build brand loyalty, bounce back from circumstantial crisis, and can benefit from price-sensitive
customers. Higher perceived quality might be used for brand positioning. Brand personality is nothing but
personification of brand. It also restrains new competitors in the market. User Imagery. Brand management
helps in building a corporate image. The relative importance of brand recall and recognition will rely on the
degree to which consumers make product-related decisions with the brand present or not. The likelihood of
gaining distribution and trial increases. Brand management is nothing but an art of creating and sustaining the
brand. The customers can better imagine the intangible goods with the help of brand name. Top of mind
awareness Immediate brand recall - This means that on mentioning the product category, the first brand that
customer recalls from his mind is your brand. Brand Performance The product itself is at the heart of brand
equity, because it is the primary influence on what consumers experience with a brand, what they hear about a
brand from others, and what the firm can tell customers about the brand in their communications. It is unique
and long lasting. The risk perceived by the customers reduces. It is relating perceived qualities of a brand to a
known entity. In a business-to-business setting, user imagery might relate to the size or type of organization.


